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Cullman Grotto 

Anniversary Reunion! 
Where: Palisades Park, Oneonta, AL 
http://www.blountcountypark.com/ 
When: 3:00 P.M. Sat., Jun 8th 

The grotto will furnish barbecue and      
drinks. Please bring a side dishes or       
a dessert.  
Grotto members will have ropes     
rigged for participants to practice     
climbing and rappelling techniques.    
the park opens if anybody wants to       
get some rope time in. 

For more information, contact Harold     
Calvert at: webecavers@hotmail.com  

Alabama Outdoors Discount for 
NSS Members 

Good afternoon! 

My name is Chaise Sanders and I       
work in the E-commerce department     
for Alabama Outdoors. I just wanted      
to reach out and remind you that       
members of National Speleological    
Society are eligible to receive a 10%       
in-store discount on hard goods at      
any Alabama Outdoors location. If     
you could pass this on to your       
members, that'd be great. 
We look forward to seeing you!  

Thanks, 
Chaise Sanders 
eCommerce Associate 
729 1st Ave North 
Birmingham, AL 35203 
Ph: 1-800-870-0011 

Cherokee inscriptions in Alabama 
cave interpreted 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releas
es/2019/04/190410120016.htm 

University of Tennessee at    
Knoxville. "Cherokee  
inscriptions in Alabama cave    
interpreted." ScienceDaily.  
ScienceDaily, 10 April 2019. 

For the first time, a team of scholars        
and archaeologists has recorded and     
interpreted Cherokee inscriptions in    
Manitou Cave, Alabama. These    
inscriptions reveal evidence of    
secluded ceremonial activities at a     
time of crisis for the Cherokee, who       
were displaced from their ancestral     
lands and sent westward on the Trail       
of Tears in the 1830s. 

"These are the first Cherokee     
inscriptions ever found in a cave      
context, and the first from a cave to        
be translated," said Jan Simek,     
president emeritus of the University     
of Tennessee System and    
Distinguished Professor of Science in     
UT's Department of Anthropology.    
Simek is a co-author of the study       
"Talking Stones: Cherokee Syllabary    
in Manitou Cave, Alabama,"    
published recently in Antiquity.    
"They tell us about what the people       
who wrote on the walls were doing in        
the cave and provide a direct link to        
how some Native Americans viewed     
caves as sacred places." 

The research team that worked to      
understand the nature and meaning of      
these historic inscriptions included    
scholars from the Eastern Band of      
Cherokee Indians, the United    
Keetoowah Band of Cherokees, and     
the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma as      
well as Euro-American   
archaeologists. 

The researchers concentrated on two     
main groups of Cherokee inscriptions     
found in Manitou Cave, a popular      
tourist site near Fort Payne,     
Alabama. Until now, indigenous uses     
of the cave had been unrecorded, as       
typical archaeological evidence like    
artifacts or deposits have been     
removed during its time as a tourist       
attraction. 

The first inscription records an     
important ritual event that took place      
in 1828, translated as "The leaders of       
the stickball team on the 30th day in        
their month April 1828." A nearby      

inscription reads "We who are those      
that have blood come out of their       
nose and mouth." 

Stickball is a Cherokee sport similar      
to lacrosse. 

"It is far more than a simple game,"        
Simek said. "It is a ceremonial event       
that often continues over days,     
focusing on competition between two     
communities who epitomize the    
spirit and power of the people and       
their ancestors." 

A second series of inscriptions is      
located on the ceiling nearer to the       
entrance of the cave. 

"The ceiling inscriptions are written     
backwards, as if addressing readers     
inside the rock itself," Simek said.      
"This corresponds with part of one      
inscription which reads 'I am your      
grandson.' This is how the Cherokee      
might formally address the Old Ones,      
which can include deceased    
Cherokee ancestors as well as     
comprise other supernatural beings    
who inhabited the world before the      
Cherokee came into existence." 

The inscriptions analyzed by    
researchers indicate that caves like     
Manitou were seen by the Cherokee      
as spiritually potent places where     
wall embellishment was appropriate    
in the context of ceremonial action. 

Since their work in Manitou Cave,      
the researchers have identified    
several caves with similar    
inscriptions. They will continue to     
collaborate as scholars from the three      
federally recognized Cherokee tribes    
and archaeologists. 

"Our research has shown that the      
Cherokee voice in Alabama did in      
fact outlast the Trail of Tears,"      
Simek said. "We will continue to      
document and protect these    
previously unknown records of    
indigenous American history and    
culture." 

1. Beau Duke Carroll, Alan     
Cressler, Tom Belt, Julie Reed, Jan      
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F. Simek. Talking stones: Cherokee     
syllabary in Manitou Cave, Alabama.     
Antiquity, 2019; 93 (368): 519. 

 

 

 

 

 

Bats as barometer of climate 
change 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releas
es/2018/02/180212190935.htm 

Rothamsted Research. "Bats as    
barometer of climate change:    
Shifting behavioral patterns due    
to environmental change could    
have far-reaching implications   
for agriculture globally."   
ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 12   
February 2018. 

Historical radar data from weather     
monitoring archives have provided    
unprecedented access to the    
behaviours of the world’s largest     
colony of migratory bats and     
revealed changes in the animals'     
seasonal habits with implications for     
pest management and agricultural    
production. 

The work, which focuses on the      
Bracken Cave colony in southern     
Texas, is the first long-term study of       
animal migration using radar, say     
Phillip Stepanian and Charlotte    
Wainwright, meteorologists from   
Rothamsted Research. The pair's    
findings are published today in     
Global Change Biology. 

"These bats spend every night hard at       
work for local farmers, consuming     
over half of their own weight in       
insects, many of which are harmful      
agricultural pests, such as the noctuid      
moths, corn earworm and fall     
armyworm," says Wainwright. 

"Our initial goal was just to show       
that the populations could be     
monitored remotely without   
disturbing the colony. We weren't     
expecting to see anything particularly     
noteworthy. The results were    
surprising," says Stepanian. 

Millions of bats regularly migrate     
north from Mexico to Bracken Cave,      
which is managed by Bat     
Conservation International in the    
suburbs of San Antonio. Using the      
radar data, the pair measured the      
population exiting the cave every     
night for 22 years, from 1995 to       
2017, enabling them to record     
seasonal and longer-term changes. 

"We found that the bats are migrating       
to Texas roughly two weeks earlier      
than they were 22 years ago. They       
now arrive, on average, in     
mid-March rather than late March,"     
says Wainwright. 

While most bats tend to have left by        
the end of November, the pair      
discovered that about 3.5% of the      
summer population are now staying     
for the winter, compared with less      
than 1% 22 years ago and, from       
written cave surveys, no    
overwintering bats at all in the      
mid-1950s. 

"We can't tell if the overwintering      
bats are bats that arrived in March       
and have not returned south, or if       
they migrated to Bracken Cave from      
farther north," says Stepanian.    
"However, the behavioural patterns    
indicate a response to some     
environmental change, and to the     
presence of insect prey earlier in the       
year." 

This bat study "presents a new      
perspective on adaptation to global     
change, answering some   
longstanding questions while raising    
many more," conclude the pair. They      
also note that "weather radar     
networks are key infrastructure    
around much of the world...and hold      
the promise of providing continental     

surveillance of bat populations, as     
well as their ongoing responses to      
global change." 

1. Phillip M. Stepanian, Charlotte     
E. Wainwright. Ongoing changes in     
migration phenology and winter    
residency at Bracken Bat Cave.     
Global Change Biology, 2018 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Que Sera, Sera! 

May 4, 2019 
By Lisa Huff 

Photos by Mike Huff 

 

“Cave Carnival?!?” 
“Pirates of the Caribiner”?!? 
“Mike! Sign us up!” 

As often happens to us, things just       
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did not go according to plan, and we        
missed most of the meeting. In fact,       
we probably would not have gone at       
all if we had not already signed up        
and paid registration.  

We woke up at 3:30, and were on the         
road at 4:00am, hoping to arrive in       
time to get in on the led trips        
Saturday morning. About 45 minutes     
down the road, it started raining, and       
the further north we got, the harder it        
rained. By the time we made it to        
Arab, it was a veritable frog choker.  

We kept going, though, curious to      
see if it’d be sleeting baseballs at       
Union Grove. 

We found a little group of folks       
huddled under a pop-up tent. The      
trip sign-up! Thankfully, several of     
the trips were not badly affected by       
the rain, and were still planned for       
the day.  

We decided on Wolf Cave. It was a        
horizontal cave rated as moderate     
because of the 45 minute walk in.       
“Easy! All downhill!” the trip leader      
promised. Something about that    
statement seemed inherently   
misleading…But the cave was also     
on private property, so it was a good        
chance to see a cave we wouldn’t       
otherwise have a chance to see.  

There were 14 people on the trip       
from grottos from all over Alabama,      
Atlanta, South Carolina, North    
Carolina, Florida, and Pennsylvania.  

By the time we made it to the cave         
parking area, it was just sprinkling.      
The cave was located in an area       
locally known as “The Sinks”.     
According to our guide, there are      
more than 60 caves in the immediate       
area. It was a long walk in, but the         
air was cool, the surroundings were      
beautiful, and it was all downhill… 

The cave was behind a waterfall, at       
the bottom of a beautiful pit, with       

just enough gradient so that we could       
down climb without ropes, slowly     
and carefully. Wolf Cave was just      
one of five caves in the pit. Entering        
the pit was like entering pre-historic      
times, with four foot ferns and thick       
moss. 

 

 

 

Inside the cave was shaped like a       
cathedral, with a relatively narrow     
passageway below a tall arched     
ceiling. The stream from the     
waterfall flowed into the cave for a       
short way, and then    
just…disappeared. 
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The cave was extremely varied.     
There was a section named,     
“Racetrack”, because it was as wide      
and flat as, well, a racetrack.      
“Gumbo” was full of sticky clay.  

There was a section with rimrock      
formations that looked like bunkers.     
The last “bunker” formed the top of a        
fifteen foot slanted wall. We used a       
hand rope to down climb. Half the       
climbers took a look and said “Nah,       
I’m good.” 

Several more cavers dropped out     
when we reached the creek crawling      
section. To get to the end of the        
cave, they had to step into a deep        
rimrock pool. When their voices     
went up an octave, we knew they’d       
reached the pool.  

We headed back. That fifteen foot      
wall was harder to ascend than      
descend, some of us requiring a butt       
boost in addition to the hand rope.       
Damn.  

And that “All downhill walk in?”      
All uphill heading out. But worth      
every step! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Minutes of the Meeting of 
the Cullman Grotto of the 

National Speleological 
Society 

May 6, 2019 
  
The regular monthly meeting of the      

Cullman Grotto of the National     
Speleological Society was called to     
order on Monday, May 6, 2019, at       
7:50 p.m. by Harold Calvert,     
Chairman.  9 were present. 
  
The minutes from the April meeting      
were read. A motion was made by       
Harold Calvert to accept the minutes      
as read and was seconded by Kuenn       
Drake.  The motion was approved. 
  
The treasurer's report was given. 
  
The editor needs submissions for the      
Flowstone. 
  
The webmaster reported that The     
Flowstone issues for the years 2017,      
2018, and 2019 are complete online      
but currently there is a problem with       
the website. 
  
Announcements: 
NSS Convention will be held on June       
17-21 in Cookeville, Tennessee. 
Bridge Day is October 19th. 
  
Old Business: 
The grotto will celebrate the 25th      
Anniversary of the Cullman Grotto     
on Saturday, June 8th, with a picnic       
and rappelling at Palisades Park.     
Ropes will be rigged early and food       
at 3:00 p.m. 
  
New Business: 
No new business. 
  
There will be a grotto trip to Anvil        
Cave on May 11, 2019. 
  
Wes Sims discussed Sims Cave Park      
with the grotto. 
  
The meeting was adjourned. 
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